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Fire accidents a major threat to various occupancies in India. Almost every day some fires are reported by media across the 

country. These fires not only resulted in the loss of many precious life and injuries to many but also inflicted heavy property 

loss.Generally Fire Accidents in Vehicles occur due to many reasons like Short Circuit of Electrical Components, 

transporting Flammable Materials and Indiscipline activities of People. So Passengers die in a large number including women, 

children. It is mainly focused to safeguard the passengers in Buses. During Fire Accidents, They have only two ways to escape, 

one is the Main Way and another is the Emergency Exit, so they cannot escape quickly and easily and due to lot of smoke & 

flames inside the vehicle the person cannot see the path and cant even breath in some cases,it may cause serious lung injury and 

sometime its lead to death. By slider mechanism the external doors open and air flow through the window is more and the chance 

of escaping is also more . By changing the Design of the body of the Vehicle, They can escape easily. By using the slider mechanism 

with powder sprayers and emergengysos sensor which send the accident information to the nearest police station,fire station and 

hospital. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Fire accidents a major threat to various occupancies in 

India. Almost every day some fires are reported by media 

across the country. These fires not only resulted in the 

loss of many precious life and injuries to many but also 

inflicted heavy property loss.Generally, while 

considering Buses, during accidents they have only two 

ways to escape, one is through the main way and another 

is through the emergency exit. Though there were this 

many ways to escape, occurrence of Fire Accidents were 

still more in number. In this system, by changing the 

design of the Vehicle Body, Passengers can escape easily. 

Normally in buses, the sides have window sand they 

remain closed. We are changing the design of the both 

sides in the body of the vehicle 

The main objective of this project is to protect passenger 

from fire accidents. Fire Accidents in  vehicles is a major 

issue. It occurs due to many reasons like Short Circuit of 

Electrical Connections, Bringing Flammable Material 

sand Indiscipline activities of People. Due to this, there is 

more human loss. During Fire Accidents, Passengers 

have only two ways to escape in vehicle, one is the Main 

way and another is the Emergency Exit. They cannot 

move easily and quickly. In this system, the external 

sides of the body are designed as a slider which slides 

and powder sprayers activate when the signal is received 

from sensor. During occurrence of fire, the temperature 

sensors sense the temperature and send signal to the 

Motor, which results in movement of slider and powder 

sprayer and also manual operating system with glass 

guard provided with driver. So people can escape easily 

and quickly. The emergengysossensor(GPS) which send 

the accident information to the nearest police station fire 

station and hospital ,during the raising of smoke and 
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temperature the temperature sensor send information to 

the sos sensor about the raise in temperature and flames 

in the vehicle. this can be operated manually by pressing 

emergency button  provided near driver and aswell as 

passengers.  

 

 

2. REALATED WORK 

What are the fire safety regulations in India? 

Fire safety regulations in India. “Fire Safety Audit and 

Hazard Identification & Risk Assessment (HIRA) identify 

potential hazards and act as effective tools for assessing 

fire safety standards of an occupancy.”.Fire pose a major 

threat to various occupancies in India. 

EXISTING SYSTEM :- 

EMERGENCY EXIT :- 

An emergency exit is an exit that is used to provide a safe 

means of escape from a structure or area in the event of 

an emergency, such as a fire. 

The exit must be in an easily accessible, unobstructed, 

and permanent location. 

Emergency exits must open into locations that are either 

immediately safe or that provide access to a safe area. A 

designated main doorway can be used as an emergency 

exit if it meets certain safety standards such as the ability 

to be easily opened from the inside. However, emergency 

exits are often reserved exits that may only be used in the 

case of an emergency. Fire escape exits, which consist of 

ladders or stairwells mounted to the outside of a 

building, are a special type of emergency exit 

 
 

 

3.PROPOSED WORK:- 

ESCAPING SYSTEM:- 

SLIDER MECHANISM(STATIC CONDITION):- 

Initially, during occurrence of fire, there is a temperature 

sensor named LM35, which senses the temperature of 

the body and gives a signal. By this signal the 

slider movement takes place. The Slider movement is 

controlled by a Stepper  DC motor. The drive and control 

of Motor is done by Microcontroller AT89652. As the 

signal reaches, the motor starts to operate and the Slider 

moves. The Power is transmitted from the Motor to slider by 

Chain. Now as the slider moves to an end, there will be a 

free space where it will be easy for the passengers to 

escape. 
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Schematic Diagram of Static Condition 
 

 
 

DYNAMIC CONDITION:- 

 

In some cases, the vehicle may be in motion and 

Passengermay unable to get out of the vehicle during 

Fire. For certainconditions, the temperature sensor senses 

the temperature ofthe body and then it makes a signal. By 

this signal the fuelgets cut off by the Throttle Sensor and 

there will be no fuelgoing to the engine. Due to this the 

vehicle will remain inrest condition. Then the 

Microcontroller again controls anddrives the motor. It 

will operate and make the slider tomove, the movement 

is by Chain. By this passengers can escape easily and 

quickly. 

 

Schematic Diagram of Dynamic Condition 

 

 
 

 

 

4. POWDER SPRAYING MECHANISM 

CONSTRUCTION:- 

The powder is stored in a storage tank,the tank is 

mounted on the motor which is connected to the main 

unit .the main unit consist of flame recognising sensor 

,temperature sensor,sossensor,manual switch and 

automatic switch .The main contruction is designed in 

simple .the main tank and the motor are contected to the 

battery which is charged by the alternator while engine is 

working,the powder sprayer are mounted on the bus 

body which can spray the minimum of 2 meter radius 

,the sprayers are connected with powder transmiting 

tubes which are flame resistant .the Temperature sensor 

is mounted on the bus body which can recognise the 

temperature inside and outside of the bus. The flame 

recognisingsensor which recognises the flames outside 

and inside the bus . 

 

WORKING:- 

The working of the powder  sprayer mechanism is 

simple. The mechanism starts working when the 

temperature sensor recognises the temperature at more 

which can not be limited or produced by nature or 

human sources.when flames raise the flame recognising 

sensor recognise the flames and provide signal to the 

main unit when the main unit collects the data from the 

temperature and flame sensor it gives the signal to the 

compressor unit. the compressed powder is blown to the 

tubes which are flame proof and the powder from the 

compressed powder tank move to thesprayer and 

sprayed on   body of the bus  and sprays  two meter range 

of the body to ground horizontaly. 
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RESCUING SYSTEMS :- 

SOS SYSTEM:- 

Emergency sos system is to  detect the bus  accidents and 

fire accidents using the internal sensors (GPS) mounted 

in the bus  , and sends an emergency notification with 

you location to your pre selected emergency contacts and 

nearest police station,firestation,hospitals and ambulance 

services . This system helps to detect and the accident 

and make the rescuing easy and fast 

CONSTRUCTION :- 

The emergency sos system is construction of sensors and 

gps the temperature and flame recognising sensor  are 

connected to the sos sensor which have the programed 

information of the rescue system .the gps is used for 

location tracking and sending the emergency information 

to the nearest police station,fire station and hospitals etc. 

 

WORKING:- 

 The main working of sos system is based on sensors 

.When the temperature and flame sensor gives 

information to the sos sensor the sensor activates and 

send information tonthe nearest police station,fire station 

and hospitals etc. 

The sensor uses the gps is used for location tracking and 

sending the emergency information. 

The sensors used in this system is connected to the main 

unit where the slider mechanism and sprayer mechanism 

are connected so when the sos signal raises the sensors 

activate and the slide mechanism and sprayer 

mechanism functions repeatedly . 

 

 

 

 

5.CONCLUSION:- 

Hence,by implementing THE ESCAPE AND RESCUE 

SYSTEM IN BUS FIRE ACCIDENTS ON ROADS  

almost all types of buses such as commercial 

buses,schoolbuses and coach buses where more fire 

accidents occur etc. this system improves the safety of the 

people inside the bus and reduces the property lose in the 

buses.Therefore,more human lifes can be saved 
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